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COMPANY OVERVIEW

Nebel Construction Services, Inc. works with commercial, industrial, medical and 
recreational clients across the Greater Kansas City area. Nebel CSI provides project 
management and construction services, with a specialty in interior construction.

HEADQUARTERS:
Lenexa, Kansas
United States

COMPANY TYPE:
Specialty Contractor,
Walls + Ceilings

COMPANY SIZE:
100 employees

Tony Vielhauer was caught in a vicious cycle. The general foreman for Nebel 
Construction Services, Inc., was spending half of nearly two days trying to coordinate 
labor across 10–20 different projects. 

Vielhauer wanted to be in the field but was stuck at his desk at the specialty 
contractor’s headquarters in Lenexa, Kansas, coordinating assignments, scheduling 
labor, writing on a whiteboard and updating an Excel spreadsheet. He was racking 
up cell phone minutes on countless calls figuring out who was going where. 

He needed a change. Nebel CSI needed a change. They needed LaborChart.

LaborChart helped Nebel CSI move from a manual workforce management system to 
a cloud-based solution with ongoing support and relevant data integrated from other 
systems. 

Initially, Vielhauer was worried about the amount of personnel data that needed to be 
uploaded into a digital workforce management platform. His worries quickly 
disappeared. “I’m not an IT person at all; but it was so simple that anybody can do it,” 
Vielhauer says. 

When Vielhauer had questions about the platform, there was always a real person 
ready to chat and answer questions. “The support team answered all my questions,” 
Vielhauer says. “But this was so easy that I jumped right in.”

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

THE RESULTS
Nebel CSI is now exclusively managing labor through LaborChart. The cloud-based 
workforce management platform has better aligned the field and office while helping 
Vielhauer claim back his time.

Vielhauer estimates LaborChart saves him 12 to 15 hours per week. He can now be in 
the field more and has seen a direct impact on his productivity for himself and others. 

Learn more about what LaborChart can do for your company.
Contact us for a demo at laborchart.com.

“We still have a whiteboard. My kids play 
with it when they come visit the office.”
- Tony Vielhauer, General Foreman

12+ Nebel CSI saves 12+ hours each
week using LaborChart

The new digital platform has streamlined their scheduling process giving their 
organization confidence that jobs are being staffed up and down with intention. 
Project managers can see who is on a project, understand numbers at a glance and 
add details to a daily log.


